
 

 

 

 

 

 

7.1.1: GENDER EQUITY 

FACILITIES FOR WOMEN 
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1. SECURITY & SURVEILLANCE CAMERAS 

The functionality of the safety and security measures are built in our institution is as follows: 

Security force is provided to monitor the movements of students. Particularly at most security and 

safety is provided for the all students. Safety measures such as surveillance cameras are mounted to 

trace the activities of the people moving in the campus 24 X 7 in many places. Vigorous mechanism 

addresses such as Grievance Redressal through AntiRagging Committee, Women Grievance Cell and 

Student Counselling Cell that motivates the girl students. 
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2.FIRE EXTINGUISHERS 

 Fire extinguishers are mounted in Dr.VRK Women’s College of Engineering and Technology in 

different zones and near the entrance where the students are entering into the college, so that it 

creates awareness among students. Fire extinguishers are monitored by the Supervisors. The fire 

extinguishers are connected to all the floors and it can be operated from any floor in emergency 

situations 
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3.AMBULANCE SERVICE  

Ambulance service is maintained in our college for emergency cases. Drivers are employed 

separately during the Morning and Afternoon sessions. 

 

 

4. COUNSELING  

Student Counselling Cell takes attention of the counselling program. The cell suggests free 

counselling to students those who feel lonely, depressed, isolated or group basis problems related to 

aiety, stress, mental, psychological and other career related problems handled with care 

 



 

 

5. COMMON ROOMS 

 Dedicated Common Room with good ventilation facility for female students with resting facilities 

has been made. In critical situation, a lady attender takes care of the student’s needs. Sanitary Pad 

Disposal bins are mounted in the girl’s common room. Any abuse in this regard will be deemed as 

misconduct. 
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6.CHILD DAY CARE 

Dr VRK women’s College of Engineering and Technology child care centre is equipped with the 

following features and they are  A dedicated In-charge for the child care centre to take care of the 

children  The walls of the day care centre are designed with arts, drawings and paintings to enable 

the children to begin their basics of learning. Emergency Numbers like Fire service, Police and 

Ambulance numbers are displayed to help the children in emergency situations. 
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